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Abstract - The overall aim of this project is to design and implement an online restaurant reservation system that would enable diners
order food and also reserve tables at restaurants to optimize food ordering and table reservation. A cross-sectional research and
quantitative approach was adopted for the study. A non-random quota sampling technique was used to select a sample size of 20 staff
members. Questionnaires were adopted to collect data from the staff. Data was descriptively analyzed. Findings from the study revealed
that Customer Relationship Marketing strategy in Best Point Savings and Loans Limited to create and retain profitable customers. A
successful implementation of Relationship Marketing by winning confidence and loyalty of customers, developing customer-centric
processes, customer information and knowledge generation capabilities, and selecting and implementing technology solutions using
employee empowerment. The various ways in which Best Point Savings and Loans Limited implement Customer Relationship Marketing
strategies include; Service quality, Price perception, Customer profitability (Add-on Selling), Brand Image, Customer Equity,
Customizing the Relationship, Service Augmentation, and Internal Marketing. The benefits of Customer Relationship Marketing as a
competitive tool at Best Point Savings included; develop and strengthens customer trust. Customer Relationship Marketing as a
competitive tool can be related to the 4Ps. Generally, CRM allows businesses to develop long-term relationships with established and
new customers while helping restructure corporate performance.
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several customers used to go directly to restaurants to buy
food and reserve tables. There were no known
technologies available to have a dedicated website where
customers could order meals or reserve table on the
internet. Even after the advent of www in the early 90s,
still many vendors were just publishing their menus on the
internet with no capability to process order online.
Customers just browse through their online menus and may
decide to visit the restaurant in person to get the meal.
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet,
accessed on: January 18, 2016]

1. Introduction

E

fficiency and effectiveness are the main concern of
every business including restaurants. Restaurant
managers and diners go through a lot of stress in
terms of food ordering and table reservation leading to
errors in the ordering and reservation processes hence,
affecting the whole performance of the restaurant business.
I find it necessary to come up with an application that
would enable people either order food or reserve a table at
a restaurant in an efficient and convenient way. I therefore
came up with the idea to design and implement an online
restaurant reservation system to enable restaurants manage
their food orders and table reservation so that people will
not join very long queues before being served their meal at
the restaurant.

Also, most programmers were using procedural way of
coding in the building of their websites. This means that
these systems were built with no regard to reuse of codes.
They were predominantly relying on imperative
programming whereby the instructions written by the
programmer tells the computer what to do step-by-step. It
was intuitive for them to use in the sense that, the standard
was similar to how they wanted the computer to respond to
user inputs.

This chapter will introduce the project concept, outline the
general objectives as well as the specific objectives that
will eventually lead to the development of the project and
the scope of the project. The chapter will also outline the
timeline for the development of the project; specifying
when each developmental phase will start and end, the
limitations of the project and finally describe briefly what
the subsequent chapters will entail. Until the advent of the
World Wide Web (www) in 1989 by Sir Tim Berners-Lee,

In terms of their database design, most vendors were using
MySQL with PHP. The connection to the database,
fetching records, and updating menu details were all done
using [mysql connect ()] which is now obsolete.
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data. Often the model serves as a software approximation
to a real-world process, so simple real-world modeling
techniques apply when defining the model. For instance,
since my application will store customer details, there will
be a model called User that will represent the table in the
database for storing details of customers who visit my site
or the manager who will manage the backend of the
application.

[http://codular.com/php-mysqli, accessed on: January 18,
2016]
In terms of how customers order and reserve food, they
were using their personal computers only. The customers
use their PCs to visit the vendors’ websites and browse the
menus. Most mobile phones, tablets and many portable
displays were not available for food reservation as we have
today.

View
A view is some form of visualization of the state of the
model. The view manages the graphical and/or textual
output to the portion of the bitmapped display that is
allocated to its application. Instead of a bitmapped display,
the view may generate HTML or PDF output. The view
renders the contents of a model. It accesses enterprise data
through the model and specifies how that data should be
presented. The view accepts data from the Model and
displays it appropriately to the user via a user interface.

2. General System Architecture of the Online
Food Ordering System
Currently, developers of restaurant food ordering and
reservations are shifting from procedural programming to
Object Oriented Programming. The entire architecture has
changed from just writing one’s own codes with any
particular programming language to what is called
Frameworks. Developers now depend on Frameworks to
build more robust and powerful applications for food
vendors. There are several frameworks available in PHP
like CakePHP, Code Ignitor, and Laravel etc.

Controller
A controller offers facilities to change the state of the
model. The controller interprets the mouse and keyboard
inputs from the user, commanding the model and/or the
view to change as appropriate. A controller is the means by
which the user interacts with the application. A controller
accepts input from the user and instructs the model and
view to perform actions based on that input. In effect, the
controller is responsible for mapping end-user actions to
application responses. The controller translates interactions
with the view into actions to be performed by the model.
Since my application is web based, the controller can be
thought of as responding to http get and post requests by
the user. So, when a user visits my website to order food,
once he/she clicks on a link on the homepage which is an
http get request, Laravel will respond and route it to the
appropriate controller to handle the request from the user.
Output
[http://laravelbook.com/laravel-architecture,
accessed on:
January 20, 2016]

PHP framework is a library that makes the life of site
developers easier by hiding some complexities of HTTP
protocol or by adding some useful functions. The most
popular framework for web artisans today is Laravel which
I will be using to build this particular project.
Laravel MVC paradigm is a way of breaking an
application, or even just a piece of an application's
interface, into three parts: the Model (M), the View (V),
and the Controller (C). MVC was originally developed to
map the traditional input, processing, output roles into the
Graphical User Interface (GUI) realm:
Input

Controller

-->
Processing

-->

-->

-->

Model

Model
A model is an object representing data or even activity,
e.g. a database table. The model manages the behavior and
data of the application domain, responds to requests for
information about its state and responds to instructions to
change state. The model represents enterprise data and the
business rules that govern access to and updates of this

View

Fig 2.0 General System Architecture of the MVC pattern (1).
[http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/model-view-controller.html,
accessed on January 20, 2016]
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Fig 2.1 General System Architecture of the MVC pattern (2). [http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/model-view-controller.html, accessed on
January 20, 2016]

Fig 2.2 Main Components of the Laravel MVC Framework [http://laravelbook.com/laravel-architecture, accessed on: January 20, 2016]

[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GrubHub_Seamless,
accessed on: January 22, 2016].

Highlights of Similar Implementation from Vendors
There are several implementations of online food ordering
and table reservations that I would like to highlight from
different vendors.

Grubhub works by allowing the customer to enter his/her
address or location into a search text box. After searching
through the database, it returns with a list of restaurants
that are near the locality of the customer so that the user
can make order. Customers have the option of searching by
restaurant name, cuisine, or menu item. Customers click on
a restaurant and proceed with the food order. He/she
selects the time and date for the order and then submit the
form for further processing. Customers pay for their meal
at delivery or when they arrive at the restaurant to pick up

Grub hub
Grub hub Inc. is a mobile and online food ordering
company that connects diners and corporate businesses
with thousands of takeout restaurants in more than 700 U.S
cities and London. Grub hub does not charge any fee from
customers who visit the site to order food. In 2013, the
company sent more than $1 billion in gross food sales to
local takeout restaurants, processing roughly 174,000
orders on daily basis.
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their meal. [https://www.grubhub.com,
January 22, 2016]

accessed on:

The following figures depict how Grubhub works when a
user initiates food order request.

Fig 2.3 Homepage of Grubhub where users can enter their location.

Fig 2.4 Lists of all restaurants available at Grubhub based on user location entered.
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Fig 2.5

Bridgeport Restaurant menu lists and their prices

Fig 2.8 depicts the final stage that the user enters some
personal information if he is a guest on the site so that the
order can be placed. Confirmation of successful order
placement will be sent to the person’s email.

Openable
Open Table sells online tools and services for restaurant
reservations and reviews. The company went public in
2009. Open Table basically does two things;
 Sell restaurants tools to manage reservations.
 Operates an online reservation service, both on its
site and through partner sites.

[http://www.opentable.co.uk/start/home,
January 20, 2016]

accessed

on

Table-Booking.Com

Open Table do not charge consumers who visit their sites
but rather have percentage on every reservation that one
makes at a particular restaurant. Restaurants pay a onetime fee for installation and training costs (which ranges
from $200 to $700, according to the company), and a
monthly subscription fee also applies (minimum $199 per
month, with extras costing $25 to $89 a month). Open
Table also gets a fee for each diner who completes his/her
reservation: $1.00 per diner for reservations made through
Open Table’s website or mobile app, and $0.25 per diner
for reservations made through the restaurant's website
using
Open
Table
software.
[http://www.businessinsider.com/opentable-explainer2011-10, accessed on January 20, 2016]

Table-Booking.com is the worldwide, multilingual,
interactive, real-time, table-reservation system where you
can find the best and most amazing restaurants worldwide
and make a guaranteed table booking very easily. The
guest chooses the desired date and time at their favorite
restaurant, clicks on the preferred table for the desired
number of guests and simply reserves it. One interesting
feature about table-booking.com is the fact that it allows
guests to make a lot of their own choices like sitting inside
or outside of the restaurant, whether they want to be
around where diners smoke or not.
The table-reservation system is part of a comprehensive
web 2.0 portal which covers all gourmet fields for those
who enjoy eating out! Restaurants have the opportunity to
place adverts on their portal, which help them to market
other products the restaurants may engage in other than
table reservation. Table-booking.com also provide for ecard (i.e. a digital version of a greetings card, typically
accessed by the recipient via a hyperlink in an email) and a
photo gallery.
[https://www.table-booking.com/novumibiza.booking]

From Fig 3.6, Customers enter the number of persons that
need tables, the date, time and the location of the customer
in the text fields provided. The system then searches their
database for restaurants available.
Fig 3.7 in the next page will bring all the restaurants
available and the times that tables can be reserved. A
customer clicks on any of the available times and proceeds
to the final stage.
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improved productivity, improved transactional marketing,
and customer relationship management. While they
increase return on investment (ROI) and customer loyalty
for restaurants, they also offer consumers an easy,
convenient way to order their food. Here are five cases
within the usage of these innovative systems as interpreted
from the 2011 Cornell Hospitality Report, The Current
State of Online Food Ordering in the U.S. Restaurant
Industry:

Benefits of Implementation of the Online Restaurant
Reservation System
My main aim is to address some of the shortfalls of the
existing systems and to provide a more robust and reliable
service for restaurant industry. The system will ensure the
following:








Provide a system that would be used by a single
vendor due to the time constraints needed to
finish this project. The advantage here is that the
restaurant has the flexibility to customize the
system to suit the needs of its business.
Provide a platform for restaurant industry in
Ghana to go global so that they can increase their
patronage by consumers. This has an added
advantage of increasing the revenues of the
restaurant industries in Ghana that use my system.
Provide platform for food vendors to get their
monies before successful order is placed. In this
part of our world, if people do not pay before the
order is placed, some might end up not showing
up for their orders and the restaurant may incur
debt. I hope to employ a mobile money payment
platform to enable customers pay before their
orders are placed successfully.
Provide a platform whereby customers can order
food and also reserve tables at the same time
which is not available in the ones highlighted
above. In this case, with the same vendor, one can
reserve a table or order food.

3. Method
3.1 Development Methodology
A software development methodology in Software
Engineering is a framework that is used to structure,
plan, and control the process of developing a software
product or an Information System. The most popular
development methodologies available are the PlanDriven and the Agile Method. The software process
model associated with the Plan-Driven methodology is
the Waterfall model whiles the Incremental model is
associated with the Agile Method.
Plan-Driven method is a development approach
whereby the requirements of the system are specified far
in advance before development start. For applications
like safety-critical control systems where a complete
analysis of the system is essential, a plan driven
approach will be the best approach.
Agile Method is mostly employed when the user
requirements are not completely specified due to the
changing business environment.
For this project, since I would like to engage with my
users because their demands keep on changing, I will use
Agile Method with Incremental software process
model to develop this application.

Trends in the Restaurant Industry Regarding Online
Food Ordering.
As stated earlier, customers basically order food or reserve
tables by means of their PCs, mobile devices as well as
other portable devices such as tablets. Customers order
food using computers via browsers like Mozilla Firefox or
via custom apps. This basically is the main trend with
regards to food ordering and table reservation in the
restaurant industry.

3.2 Incremental Development
This is a development process model whereby software
engineers develop software as a series of versions,
exposing it to user criticism and comments and then
adjusting the system to suit the needs of the user. In my
case, since the online food ordering and table reservation
is a web application and hence user requirements may
change with time, I will release the software as a series of
increments to my supervisor, get his comments and
suggestions and adjust the system and release subsequent
versions until the final version is accepted by the
supervisor (user).
In incremental development, specification, development
and validation are interleaved but not separated and also

In spite of consumer demand, restaurants’ use of
technology remains in its infancy hence, the use of
technology in the restaurant industry is expected to gain
dominance and recognition in the future.
The Case for Online Ordering in the Restaurant
Industry
Online ordering systems are growing in popularity amongst
both restaurants and consumers. They have been associated
with increased revenue, improved capacity management,
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there is rapid feedback across activities. There is no
detailed system specification and design documentation is
minimized or generated automatically by the
programming environment used to implement the system.
The user requirements document only defines the most
important characteristics of the system. One important
aspect of incremental development is that the system’s
user interfaces are often developed using interactive
development system that allows the interfaces to be
developed more quickly and may generate web-based
interface for web browsers or an interface for a specific
platform such as Microsoft Windows.

3.

4.

5.

Fig3.0Various Activities/Phases of the Incremental Development Process
Model [Lan Summerville, Software Engineering 9th Edition]





Software Specification: This is the process of
understanding and specifying what services are
required from the system and identifying the
constraints on the system operation and
requirements. Software Specification also known
as Requirement Engineering is a very vital
activity under the incremental development since
any errors that occurs at this stage could lead to
very severe consequences in the development and
implementation stage. Personal experiences,
interviews, observations, questionnaires are some
of the ways that I will use to get the requirements
of the user and to obtain a requirement document
which will serve as an official document to be
used for the rest of the activities. Four main
activities are carried out at this stage;
1.
Feasibility study: This is where
a research is carried out to see whether
the proposed system could be carried out
under existing budgetary constraints and
also whether the system will be accepted
by the user. I have carried out the
feasibility study and I am certain that the
project can be done.
2. Requirement elicitation and
analysis: This is where I obtain

the requirements of the user
through
observations,
interviews and review of similar
implementation from vendors.
Requirement
Specification:
This is where I translate the
information gathered during the
requirement analysis phase into
a
document
(Requirement
Document). I shall have User
Requirement which is an
abstract statement of the system
requirement of the customer
and the end users of the system
and System Requirement
which will be a more detailed
description of the system
functionalities.
Requirement validation: Here, I
check
the
requirement
document to ensure realism,
consistency and completeness
and to ensure that the
requirement is free from any
ambiguity.

System Development: This stage also known as
the implementation stage is where I convert the
system specification above into executable
system. Here, I shall use a programming language
to code the actual system. At this stage too, I may
refine any software specification as and when they
appear. With incremental development, the
process of producing the various increments or
versions occurs here. Four main activities will
occur at this stage;
1.
Architectural
Design:
The
overall architecture of the system
(Modules to be implemented) as well as
the relationships between modules and
how they are distributed are determined
here.
2.
User Interface Design: Here, I
will
use
integrated
development
environment to design the various user
interfaces for the application. The
customer’s registration will have a user
interface so is the menu selection.
3.
Component Design: Here I will
take each component of the system and
describe how it operates.
4.
Database Design: Since I will
be using a new database, I will be
designing the system’s data structures
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continental dishes but have plans to provide local dishes in
the course of time.

and how they will be represented in a
relational database. The various tables
within the system and the relationship
between them would be determined here.

I started this chapter with project methodologies where I
identified two main methodologies as plan-driven and agile
method. I went further to describe software process model
and I chose the incremental development process model
under the agile development as the methodology to be used
in this project. I identified the main activities of the
incremental approach as specification, development and
validation and also made it clear that the software would
be released as a series of versions to the supervisor until
the final product is accepted. Again I took a close look at
the benefits of the incremental development over other
process models especially the waterfall model.



Software Validation: This which is generally
referred to as Verification and Validation (V &V)
is the last stage in the incremental development.
This stage ensures that the developed system
conforms to the specification document described
above and also meets the end user expectations.
This stage is where I test the application with
dummy data to ensure that it is producing the
expected results. I will perform unit testing to
ensure each module is working correctly and
system testing to ensure that the overall system
requirement is met. Any errors that occurs as a
results of integrating the various system modules
will be addressed before deploying it to the endusers (supervisor).
** The whole process of specification, development
and validation will undergo various iterations until the
software is finally accepted by the end users
(supervisor). Any recommendations or suggestions from
the supervisor is factored into the next iteration until the
supervisor accepts the final release. However, there are
advantages and limitations of the incremental
development that I need to take a look at.

I further identified my case study as Best in Town and
briefly described their operations. Lastly, I analyzed the
development tools I will use to build my project. I delved
much into the Laravel framework and discussed five strong
reasons why I will use it to develop my application as well
as the other tools such as PHP, MySQL, Apache Web
Server, HTML, CSS, Adobe Photoshop, JavaScript etc.

4. Study Results
Below are some screenshots from the various testing I
carried out to ensure that my system was functioning in
line with the requirements analysis I gathered from users.
As stated above, during my system testing, my application
did not accept negative inputs.

3.3 Project Case Study
Restaurants in Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology (KNUST) campus will be my target
beneficiary for this project even though the application can
be customized by any restaurant in the country to suit their
operations. KNUST has a number of restaurants on
campus and off campus including Best in Town, Acuzi
Eating Palace, Helenus Foods, and McKeon Catering
Services etc. Since my system would be for a single
vendor, I chose Best in Town Restaurant to be my case
study. This is because it is close to us in terms of proximity
and also widely patronized by students on and off campus.
Best in Town Restaurant is located at Attah Mills’ junction
on the Ayeduase road, opposite VictoryTowers hostel.
Best in Town deals mainly with taking food orders and
delivery although one can eat at their premises as well.
They provide customers most of which are students of
KNUST, with continental dishes such as fried rice, jollof
rice, French fries, among others. It has circulated its
telephone numbers across a number of hostels and this
serve as the main means by which it receives orders.
Customer details often required by the restaurant include
hostel name and room number for a successful delivery.
Best in Town Restaurant currently provides only

Fig 4.0 Testing for a Customer adding negative order details.

Fig 4.1 any customer who tries to make order for past dates are not
allowed
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[18]

Fig 4.2 Testing to ensure that registered customers do not register again

5. Future Work

[19]

In future I hope to delve more into the reservation system.
This is because that aspect of my system does not offer
much services to the user. I hope to expand the choices
available to the customer and also develop a separate
interface for table reservation.

[20]

[21]

6. Conclusion

[22]
[23]

This chapter highlighted the problems I encountered,
achievements and challenges I faced and also provided
recommendations for others who will like to work on a
similar project. I also talked about changes I will like to
make to the system in the future.
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